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The Metamorphoses of Capital and Their Circuit 
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Chapter 1: The Circuit of Money Capital 
In volume 11 we saw the cyclical movement2

M–C ... P ... C –M′ 

 of capital as: 

But M′  is also ‘new’ M in the next cycle, i.e. functions not only as the end point of one cycle of capital but also as 
the starting point of a new one. Given this, that the movement of capital describes a circle,3 it is possible, therefore, 
to view this movement of capital from three different points of view (as three different cycles4

M–C ... P ... C′–M′ 

), taking in each a 
different element as the starting point; respectively: 

the cycle of money capital 

P ... C′–M′–C ... P the cycle of productive capital 

C′–M′–C ... P ... C′ the cycle of commodity capital 

In the first three chapters of volume 2, each cycle will be considered separately.5 (And in what follows we need to 
bear in mind the following assumptions: that commodities are sold at their values; that the circumstances in which 
commodities are sold do not change; and that no changes of value occur during the movement of capital.)6

M–C ... P ... C′–M′ 

 

 

In this chapter we consider the movement of capital from the point of view of: 

 

 

                                                 
1 Karl Marx, Capital, vol. 1 (Harmondsworth, 1990) [hereafter C1], p. 709. 
2 See note 4 below. 
3 Or, according to C1, p. 727, a ‘spiral’. 
4 In the German, Marx distinguishes between Kreislauf, and Kreislaufprozess. The terms indicate a distinction of some 
methodological importance. Kreislaufprozess indicates the actual movement of capital (and also that this movement is ‘circular’, 
i.e. cyclical; Marx also uses the term Bewegung des Kapitals, literally, and more uncomplicatedly, ‘movement of capital’). Kreislauf 
indicates the sequence of formal phases through which capital passes in each cycle of this movement. My preferred 
translations of Kreislauf and Kreislauprozess are thus ‘cycle’ and ‘(cyclical) movement’ respectively, and that is how, outside of 
direct quotations, I shall be presenting the terms here. Although the most recent English translation (Capital, vol. 2  
(Harmondsworth, 1978) [hereafter C2]), carried out by David Fernbach, sometimes fails to respect this distinction, its 
importance lies in the fact that what Marx will do in this section of the book is to examine the actual movement of capital from 
the point of view of three different cycles, taking for each, from the actual movement of capital, a different starting point. 
Actual capital has, evidently, only one Kreislaufprozess; that it can be examined from the point of view of more than one 
Kreislauf, taking the starting point of each as arbitrary, is thus a result of conceptual abstraction. 
5 But let us recall Marx’s later [C2, pp. 180-1] remark: ‘In a constantly rotating orbit, every point is simultaneously a starting-
point and a point of return. If we interrupt the rotation, then not every starting-point is a point of return. […] [N]ot only does 
every circuit [cycle] (implicitly) presuppose the others, but […] the repetition of the circuit [cycle] in one form implies the 
motions which have to take place in the other forms […]. […] [T]he entire distinction presents itself as merely one of form, a 
merely subjective distinction that exists only for the observer.’  
6 Marx’s motivation for this procedure is methodologically significant: ‘In order to grasp these forms [i.e. ‘the different forms 
with which capital clothes itself in its different stages’ (C2, p. 109)] in their pure state, we must first of all abstract from all 
aspects that having nothing to do with the change and constitution of the forms as such.’ (C2, p. 109) Marx’s clear intent here 
is to indicate that in the actual Kreislaufprozess of capital as it really exists, commodities are not necessarily exchanged at their 
values, that the circumstances in which this occurs may well change, and that there may well be changes of value in the 
movement of capital. 
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1  First Phase: M–C 
The material content of M–C7

It is not the form of M–C – the transformation of money into commodities – which indicates that it forms a part of 
the cycle of capital, but its ‘material content’, ‘the specific use character [Gebrauchscharakter] of the commodities that 
change place with money.’

  

8 The movement we are considering here is the purchase of means of production and 
labour-power, ‘the material and […] personal factors of commodity production.’9 The movement M–C we are 

considering here is thus M–C<
L

mp 

But this notwithstanding, and at the same time, M–C<

, where L is labour-power and mp means of production. 

 

The qualitative distinction between L and mp 

In the movement M–C, M breaks into two portions, each of which purchases a set of commodities which belongs 
to a completely different market from the other. L and mp are thus commodities of a qualitatively different type 
belonging to markets of a different type. 

 

The quantitative relation between L and mp 
L

mp  also expresses a necessary quantitative relation between L 

and mp, for the mp purchased must be just sufficient in quantity to consume in its entirety the L bought.10 If mp 
turns out to be insufficient to do this, then a part of the surplus labour at the disposal of the buyer is not made use 
of; but if more mp than can be made use of is bought then some of it will remain unconverted into product.11

The completion of M–C<

  

 

The transformation of money capital into productive capital 
L

mp  gives to the purchaser not just the means to produce use-values but the possibility to 

produce a product with a greater value than that of their factors of production. ‘The value that he has advanced in 
the form of money thus now exists in a natural form in which it can be realised as value which breeds surplus-value 
(in the shape of commodities). In other words, it exists in the form of productive capital […].’12

Considered from the point of view of its form

 If we designate 
productive capital as P, we can see that, although embodying different forms of existence, as values M = P. 

 

Money capital considered as money, and as capital 

The movement M–C, as we are considering it here, is both, in general, a set of commodity purchases, and the 
metamorphosis of capital value from its money form to its productive form. M is thus both money, and capital. 

13

                                                 
7 Where I insert my own subheads they appear, as here, in sans serif type. 
8 C2, p. 110. 
9 C2, p. 110. 
10 Marx here introduces a numerical example to which he will repeatedly return. £422 are exchanged for L and mp; if a weekly 
wage bill for 50 workers (spinning yarn) is £50, then this means that £372 has been spent on mp, if this is the value of the 
weekly labour of 3,000 hours – assuming each worker works 10 hours a day, 6 days a week – 1,500 of which are surplus 
labour. 
11 And, although Marx does not here say so, it is evident that a factor in determining the quantitative relation between L and 
mp is the rate of surplus-value. 
12 C2, p. 111. This statement we can take as definitional. 
13 Marx says ‘state’ (Zustand): C2, p. 112. 

 it is able to fulfil monetary functions – specifically here means of 
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purchase and means of payment.14 But M does this not in virtue of being capital, but in that of being money. But 
these functions are, as we have already established, capital functions, and what makes them so ‘is their specific role 
in the movement of capital, hence also the relationship between the stage in which they appear and the other stages 
of the capital circuit.’15

Money capital is therefore capital not because it is money, but because it is capital. More: what makes money capital 
money, and what makes it capital, are, in terms of their determinations, two very different things.

 

16

If we can look at M–C<

 We need to 
delve deeper into the meaning of this last observation. 

L

mp  as both M–mp, the purchase of means of production, and M–L, the purchase of labour-

power, from the point of view of what makes money capital capital, i.e. with regard to the valorisation of value, 
what is fundamental here is the second of these (for without the realisation of labour, i.e. the use of labour-power, 
there is no new value17). Now, although the M in M–L is capital, it is not capital because it is money, for, as Marx 
argues, in this movement (M–L) ‘the function of money capital passes over […] into a function in which its capital 
character vanishes though its money character remains.’18 What Marx means is that money capital is not money 
capital because it is used to buy labour-power: for the worker, the money that pays for her labour-power is not 
capital, it is money; for the worker, M–L is L–M, the sale of her labour-power for money, money which she then 
uses to buy commodities as articles of consumption. For the worker, then, L–M is simply the first phase of L–M–
C, i.e. C–M–C, simple commodity circulation, in which ‘money figures simply as an evanescent [impermanent] 
means of circulation, as merely mediating the conversion of one commodity into another.’19 Seen from this point of 
view, money is money, not capital. But we already know that M–L is the ‘characteristic moment of the 
transformation of money capital into productive capital’,20

This form is ‘illusory’

 because, without L, labour-power, the expenditure of 
labour, there can be no value-producing surplus-value (i.e. capital). Marx has led us to a conclusion of decisive 
methodological significance, even if he has done so in a roundabout way, and he has only stated it obliquely. What 
is decisive about M–L as capital is not that money buys labour-power but that money buys labour-power; i.e. not that 
money buys labour-power but that labour-power exists, as a commodity, to be bought. In other words, it is the capital-
relation, between capital and labour, that makes money capital – or, rather, permits capital to take the form of 
money – not the other way around. 

21

                                                 
14 ‘Purchase’ in M–mp; ‘payment’ in M–L and M–mp when mp is not readily available on the market, but has to be ordered. 
15 C2, p. 112. 
16 As Marx points out a little later (C2, pp. 115-16), the errors of then-existing political economy when it deals with money 
capital can be grouped according to whether it attributes the functions of money capital that accrue to it by virtue of it being 
capital to the fact that it is money, or whether the specific functions of money capital that accrue from the fact that it is money 
are attributed as functions of capital. 
17 In other words, M–L is characteristic of the capitalisyt mode of production because ‘the purchase of labour-power is a 
contract of sale which determines that a greater quantity of labour is provided than is necessary to replace the price of […] 
labour-power […].’ (C2, p. 113) From this point of view, M–mp only exists ‘to realise the mass of labour bought by way of M–
L’: C2, p. 113. 
18 C2, p. 112. 
19 C2, p. 113. 
20 C2, p. 113. 
21 Hans Ehrbar, differentiating between irrational  and irrationel, here translates Marx’s irrationelle as ‘incongruity’ (see his 
‘Annotations’, <http://www.econ.utah.edu/~ehrbar/akmc.pdf>, p. 724). I prefer ‘illusory nature’, etc. 

 in nature in that, as we saw in volume 1, on the one hand (so it appears) labour is bought for 
money, while on the other, to have a price, i.e. to have value, labour would have to have an independent existence, 
but the independent existence of labour is value, thus the price of labour really amounts to the value of value, which 
is meaningless. That this is so, that M–L is illusory in form, is what is characteristic to capitalist production; or, 
more precisely, what makes it illusory – that money buys labour-power, that labour-power exists, as a commodity, 
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to be bought – is what is characteristic to capitalist production.22

When the capitalist effects M–C<

 

How does mainstream political economy see the matter? The movement M–L is indeed seen as characteristic, but it 
is not seen for what it is, for political economy takes the wage form as at is and not only cannot see the wage form’s 
illusory nature as characteristic of capitalist production but cannot see the wage form’s illusory nature at all. 

 

The preconditions of money capital 

Thus, if the purchase of labour-power is the fundamental characteristic of the capitalist mode of production, then 
labour-power must already exist. What does this mean? 

L

mp  she ‘effects a connection between the objective and personal factors of 

production.’23

Therefore, even though through M–L the possessor of money and the possessor of labour-power confront each 
other as no more than a possessor of money and the possessor of a commodity in a simple money relation the fact 
is that M–L presupposes the prior existence of a class relation between worker and capitalist.

 But when the capitalist buys labour-power we presume that she has already bought means of 
production, for without these latter labour-power cannot apply itself. 

For the worker, the sale of her labour-power means its application in association with means of production. But 
this means that the sale of labour-power already presupposes its separation from the means of subsistence and 
production. 

24

How the separation between labour-power and means of subsistence and production comes about is here irrelevant. 
If M–L exists, the separation exists: has, in other words, already been wrought. Thus, that money can function as 
capital is not due to money being money, but because the separation between labour-power and means of 
production can be bridged through the sale of labour-power to the owner of means of production:

 

25 ‘The capital 
relation only arises in the production process because it exists implicitly in the act of circulation, in the basically 
different economic conditions in which buyer and seller confront one another, in their class relation.’26

Thus, if the sale of labour-power becomes widespread, the means of production must already confront the worker 
as capital. And, as capital takes hold of production, the separation between labour-power and means of production 
is both reproduced and expanded in scale. If capital is able to take hold of production then this presupposes that 
capitalist production already exists. The cycle of money capital, M–C ... P ... C′ –M′, ‘is the self-evident form of the 

 It is this that 
transforms the function of money into the function of capital. 

                                                 
22 ‘The wage form thus extinguishes every trace of the division of the working day into paid labour and unpaid labour. All 
labour appears as paid labour.’ C1, p. 680. 
23 C2, p. 114. 
24 ‘Although the capitalist and the worker only confront each other on the market as buyer, money, on the one hand, and seller, 
commodity, on the other, this relationship is coloured in advance by the peculiar content of their dealings. […] [O]n the 
labour- market […]  [t]he two people who face each other on the market-place, in the sphere of circulation, are not just a buyer 
and a seller but capitalist and worker who confront each other as buyer and seller. Their relationship as capitalist and worker is the 
precondition of their relationship as buyer and seller. Unlike the situation in the case of other sellers, the relationship does not 
arise directly from the nature of commodities. This derives from the fact that no one directly produces the products he needs 
in order to live, so that each man only produces a single product as a commodity which he then sells in order to be able to 
acquire the products of others. Here, however, we are not concerned with the merely social division of labour in which each 
branch of labour is autonomous, so that, for example, a cobbler becomes a seller of boots but a buyer of leather or bread. 
What we are concerned with here is the division of the constituents of process of production itself, constituents that really belong 
together.’ C1, pp. 1014-5. 
25 Cf. C1, p. 268: ‘The transformation of money into capital has to be developed on the basis of the immanent laws of the 
exchange of commodities […]’. 
26 C2, p. 115. 
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circuit of capital only on the basis of already developed capitalist production.’27 

 

2  Second Phase [ … P … ]: The Function of Money Capital 
The result and precondition of the entry of money capital into production 

The circuit of money capital begins with the transformation of money into commodities M–C; but, because of 

C<
L

mp , and specifically M–L , and the fact that the capitalist can only make use of labour-power to fashion 

commodities, the direct result of this transformation has to be an interruption in the circulation of capital in the 

form of money. It needs to be emphasised that capital’s entry into production is inevitable once C<  

For the worker, who receives, for the sale of her labour-power, wages, M–L is L–M, which becomes L–M–C. This 
means that the mass of means of subsistence already exist in the form of commodities: ‘As soon as production by 
way of wage labour becomes general, commodity production must be the general form of production.’

L

mp  is effected. 

But from this we are lead to presume that money is given up so that it will return; the person who effects this act 
must therefore be a commodity producer. 

28

The circumstances which create the basic condition for capitalist production, the creation of a class of wage 
labourers also bring about that all commodity production becomes capitalist commodity production.

  And, in 
addition, when this is the case commodity production brings about a greater specialisation of products produced as 
commodities by capitalists, including means of production. M–mp develops with M–L. 

29 It does this 
first by making the sale of products the principle interest of producers (whereas previously only those products 
superfluous to subsistence were sold), then by destroying production for subsistence itself.30

{The following section,

 

 

{The historic character of the capitalist production process 
31

{The factors of production, whatever its social form, are workers and means of production. If these factors are 
mutually separated, they remain only potential factors of production, and must be brought together. The form in 
which this is done demarcates ‘the various economic epochs of the social structure.’

 of general methodological interest, is taken from a different manuscript, and is tangential 
to the general argument. 

32

All pursuit of commodity production becomes at the same time pursuit of the exploitation of labour-power; but 
only the capitalist commodity production is an epoch-making mode of exploitation, which in the course of its 
historical development revolutionises the entire economic structure of society by its organisation of the labour 
process and its gigantic extension of technique, and towers incomparably above all earlier epochs.

 The separation of worker and 
means of production, which is the starting point of capitalist production, is resolved by the capitalist production 
process, this latter becoming a function of capital. 

33

{The factors of the capitalist production process, forms of existence of capital value, are distinguished, other than 
by their separation into constant and variable capital, by the fact that means of production remains capital outside 
of the production process, in the hands of its owner, while labour-power only becomes capital once it is sold. But 
both means of production and labour-power share two common features. Not only do both only become productive 

 

                                                 
27 C2, p. 117. 
28 C2, p. 119. 
29 We should note that this proposition suggests the existence of non-capitalist commodity production. 
30 Marx cites (C2, p. 120) the effect of capitalist commodity production on the Africans, Chinese and Arabs. 
31 C2, pp. 120-1.  
32 C2, p. 120; i.e. modes of production. 
33 C2, p. 120. 
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capital once labour-power and means of production are incorporated; but neither is capital by nature: ‘They receive 
this specific social character only certain particular conditions that have historically developed, just as it is only 
under such conditions that precious metals are stamped with the character of money is upon, or money with that of 
money capital.’34

In performing its functions, ‘productive capital consumes its own components’, converting them into a product of 
a higher value.

} 

 

3  Third Phase: C′–M′ 
The nature of the product of capital 

35

‘Commodities become commodity capital as the functional form of existence of the already valorised capital value that 
has arisen from the production process itself.’

 Labour-power functions as an ‘organ of capital’; the surplus labour embodied in the product ‘the 
fruit of capital’. The product is not just a product, but a product impregnated with surplus value. 

 

The determination of commodity capital 

36 The value expression of commodity capital is C′, i.e. C + ∆C. What 
determines that C, a value expression of a quantity of a commodity, is C′, a value expression of commodity capital, 
is not its absolute value magnitude, for this is simply determined by the labour objectified in it, but its value 
magnitude relative to the value of the capital P consumed in its production. 

The function of commodity capital is to be sold, to realise C′–M′. The essential determinant is the quantity sold: to 
realise the total surplus-value, C′ must be sold in its entirety. But there are other determinants too: the speed with 
which C′–M′ is realised determines the degree to which C′ serves as capital, in the formation of products and value, 
for as long as commodity capital persists in this form it remains tied up on the market and does nothing to fashion 
products and value. 

 

The expanded form of the cycle 

M–C<
L

mp 

1 

... P ... (C + c)–(M + m) 

A number of observations: 

In the first phase the capitalist withdraws commodities from both the commodity market and the labour 
market; in the third commodities are returned to the commodity market alone. 

2 More value is withdrawn from the market through the sale of C′ than was originally put in, but this because 
more commodity value is put back than was originally withdrawn. 

3 A greater value of commodities is returned to the market because surplus-value was produced (in the form 
of surplus product). ‘It is only as the product of this process that the mass of commodities is commonly 
capital.’37

4 

 

In C′−M′ the capital value and the surplus-value are realised at a stroke. 

                                                 
34 C2, p. 121. 
35 Marx continues the numerical example cited in note 10 above. In the production of 10,000 lbs of yarn, £372 of mp and £50 
of LP have been consumed. In production, the value of mp is passed on, plus a new value, in proportion to the labour-power 
expended, of £128 (£78 of which being surplus-value). The yarn thus represents a value of £500.  
36 C2, p. 122. 
37 C2, p. 125. 
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5 But, insofar as it expresses as different phase in the series of metamorphoses through which they have to 
pass, C′−M′ differs for the original capital value, and the surplus-value. 

This last point is clearly important, for Marx goes into it in some detail (and later38 repeats it). The surplus-value 
appears first in commodity form; C−M is its first act of circulation (metamorphosis), which still needs to be 
supplemented by its converse, M−C. For the capital value C, however, C′– M′ (i.e. C–M) is the second, completing, 
metamorphosis, which completes M–C–M, as this value returns to the money form in which its started the cycle.  

The result of M–C<
L

mp 

Viewed from the point of view of circulation, production therefore appears as an interruption; viewed from the point 
of view of the cyclical movement of capital, and disregarding the surplus-value, all that has happened to the original 
capital value is a change in its useful form. Ultimately, of course, the capital value even returns to the (original) form 
of money.

 is the conversion of the capital value into commodities that, in virtue of the fact that they 

are not articles for sale, no longer function as commodities but as factors of production. On the other side of this 
production process, the commodities originally withdrawn through M–C are replaced by commodities different 
both materially and in value. 

39

1 

 

 

The inscrutable nature of money capital 

Thus, if we consider the original capital value, it traces a cycle of M–C–M. The act C′–M′ is, at the same time, the 
concluding metamorphosis of this value, and the opening one of the surplus-value that is borne with it. Two 
observations need to be made here: 

C–M, the final transformation of capital value back into its money form, is a function of commodity capital. 

2 This function includes c–m, the first formal transformation of the surplus-value from its original commodity 
form into money. 

Money thus plays a double role here: it is both the returning form of a value originally advanced as money, and it is 
the first transformed form of a value which originally enters circulation in commodity form. If the commodities of 
which the commodity capital is composed are sold at their value, then C+c is transformed into M+m at the same 
value. 

The cycle, viewed overall, is M ... M: the capital value finishes it in the same form as it started it. All that has 
changed is the magnitude of the value, not its form. 

With respect to C′, the finished product, C and c are inextricably combined, the surplus product, c, and aliquot part 
of the product C′. With respect to M′, on the other hand, given that M+m is no more than a determinate sum of 
money, M and m are no more than ‘juxtaposed’. This juxtaposition, i.e. separation, is a function of commodity capital. 
Later on, we shall see that it has a consequence for the reproduction of capital (in function of what happens to m); 
for the moment we shall consider this separation according it its formal content. 

                                                 
38 C2, p. 126. 
39 Which is my interpretation of this paragraph: ‘[…] the production process appears simply as an interruption in the 
circulation of capital value, which up till then had only passed through the first phase M–C. It passes through the second and 
final phase, C–M, with C altered both materially and in value. But as far as the capital value taken by itself is concerned, all it 
has undergone in the production process is a change in its use form. […] Thus if we simply consider the two phases of the 
circulation process of the capital value, separately from its surplus-value, it passes through (1) M–C and (2) C–M, where the 
second C has a changed form, but the same value of the first C; we thus have M–C–M, a form of circulation which, by way of 
a two-fold displacement in opposite directions, the transformation of money into commodities and commodities into money 
[…].’ (C2, p. 126) 
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Between M and M′ there is a quantitative difference. But the result of M ... M′  is M: ‘the process of formation has 
been obliterated in the product.’40

But this fact is only the result of a process, and is not mediated by the process whose result it is. As values, portions 
of value are only distinguishable the one from the other quantitatively, in terms of their magnitude. In the money 
form, qualitative differences between commodities are obliterated, because money is the common equivalent form. 
Because of this form, the mediating effect of the history of a sum of money is obliterated. This is what I mean 
when I refer to money capital’s ‘inscrutable’

 But as M+m, M′ also displays a qualitative relation, even if this qualitative relation 
exists in the form of a quantitative one (i.e. between M and m). M, the original capital advanced, now exists in M′, in 
the same form and of the same magnitude, as realised capital. But it only exists as realised capital because M  exists. 
M′ therefore exists as a capital relation, composed of M, money capital, value which has realised itself, and m, surplus-
value. And M is capital because of this relation to m. 

41

Despite its occluded, inscrutable, character, M′=M+m is also money capital in its first realised form, money that has 

bred money. The function of money capital in the first phase M–C<

 nature. 

Although this is also true with regard to C′ (=C+c), in that C and c are proportional quantities of a homogenous 
mass of commodities, that C′ is a mass of finished product indicates a direct relation to P, whose direct product it 
is. M′, on the other hand, is a form arising directly from the sphere of circulation, and the direct connection with P 
vanishes. 

Even the fact that M′ > M vanishes when M′ is used to begin a new cycle, for the money the capital cycle begins 
with is always M, whatever its quantitative magnitude, never M′. 

M′ presents itself, then, not as a function of money capital, but as a function of C′ (in simple commodity 
production, (1) C1–M, (2) M–C2, M is actively functional only in act (2), as the result of act (1)). But when M′ divides 
into two circulations, that of the capital value and of the value increment to this, in repeated cycles the capital 
relation present in M′ receives functional separation. M and m now function differently both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. 

L

mp is different: here, money is just money, and 

receives its capital function in virtue of the specific useful form of L and mp. M′=M+c, however, ‘expresses 
valorised capital value, the purpose and the result, the function of the total process of the circuit of capital.’42

Between C′ and M′ there is a distinction of form: both are valorised capital value, both are realised capital, both 
express the result of the function of productive capital. They are not distinguishable as commodity capital and 
money capital, but as commodities and money; both are modes of existence of capital. But insofar as C′ recalls its 

 That it 
expresses this result in money form is not due to the fact that it is the money form of capital, but that it is capital in 
money form: money capital, not money capital. 

                                                 
40 C2, p. 128. 
41 The word Marx uses is begriffslos, a Hegelian concept and difficult to translate. Begriff, conventionally ‘concept’ or ‘idea’, was 
used by Hegel to refer to the ‘sublation’ (aufhebung) of ‘essence’ and ‘being’, and we can (crudely) think of it as what it is about 
something that makes it as it is (Begriff is also closely related to the verb begreifen, ‘to grasp’ in the sense of ‘comprehend’). From 
the Preface to the Science of Logic: ‘the nature, the peculiar essence, that which is genuinely permanent and substantial in the 
complexity and contingency of appearance and fleeting manifestation, is the notion [Begriff] of the thing [...].’ 
<http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/hegel/works/hl/hlprefac.htm>. The term begriffslos (‘-los’ simply means ‘-less’) 
is, in this section, variously translated as ‘non-conceptual’, ‘superficial’, ‘naïve’, ‘conceptually undifferentiated’ and ‘lacking in 
conceptual differentiation’. The translation of ‘Begriff’ as ‘concept’ in this context is too literal to render the subtlety of the 
term, and the use of ‘superficial’ and ‘naïve’ for begriffslos inadequate in their own ways. Insofar as money here is conceived of 
as the result of a process the nature of which is rendered invisible by its very mediation by money itself I prefer the term 
‘inscrutable’. 
42 C2, p. 130. 
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origins in P it is the less inscrutable form. In M′, every trace of the capitalist production process is effaced.43

Industrial capital and its forms 

 

 

4  The Circuit as a Whole 

The cycle’s process of circulation presents itself as (1) M–C1, (2) C2 –M′. This process of circulation is interrupted by 
P. This is different form the first form of capital we saw,44

In both circulation metamorphoses, M–C and C′–M′, values of equal magnitude confront each other. ‘The change 
in value belong solely to the metamorphosis P, the production process, which thus appears as the real 
metamorphosis of capital, as opposed to the formal metamorphoses of the circulation sphere.’

 which was M–C–M′ (i.e., M–C1, (2) C1–M′). 
Nevertheless, given that in both forms of appearance money is transformed in the first act and reconverted into 
more money in the second we can consider M–C ... C′–M′ as contained within M–C–M′. 

45 

The total movement, in expanded form, is 

M–C<
L

mp 
The movement consists of capital manifesting itself ‘as a value that passes through a sequence of connected and 
mutually determined transformations [metamorphoses]’.

... P ... C′(C+c)–M′(M+m) 

46 Two of the phases of this movement belong to the 
sphere of circulation, and one to that of production; ‘[i]n each of these phases the capital value is to be found in a 
different form, corresponding to a different and special function.’47

The capital that assumes these forms in the course of its total circuit, discards them again and fulfils in each of 
them its appropriate function, is industrial capital – industrial in the sense that it encompasses every branch of 
production that is pursued on a capitalist basis.

 The forms the capital assumes in the two 
circulation phases are money capital and commodity capital, and that of the production process productive capital. 
But they are forms:  

48

Money capital, commodity capital and productive capital thus do not denote independent varieties of capital, 
whose functions constitute the content of branches of business that re independent and separate from one 
another. They are simply functional forms of industrial capital, which takes on all three forms in turn.

 

What does this mean? 

49

It lies in the nature of the case […] that the circuit itself determines that capital is tied up for certain intervals in the 
particular sections of the cycle. […] Only after it has fulfilled the function corresponding to the particular form it 
is in does it receive the form in which it can enter a new phase of transformation.

 

The circular movement proceeds normally insofar as the capital proceeds through these phases ‘without delay’. But: 

50

If capital stops in the first phase M–C, a hoard forms; if it stops in P, mp does not function and L is unoccupied; if 

 

                                                 
43 Thus, the only non inscrutable form of M′ is when it itself functions as commodity capital, in the production of the 
commodity capital itself (we are assuming that this is gold), for which the cycle would be M–C< L

mp ... P ... M′(M+m). 
44 In C1, chapter 4. 
45 C2, p. 132. 
46 C2, p. 132. 
47 C2, p. 132. 
48 C2, p. 133. 
49 C2, p. 133. Marx’s use of the words Geldkapital and Warenkapital to refer to money capital and commodity capital, rather 
than Kaufmannskapital and Wucherkapital (which were used to refer to usurers capital and merchants capital in volume 1 (cf. C1, 
pp. 247 and 266)), clearly indicate forms of industrial capital as opposed to different and distinct types of capital. 
50 C2, p. 133. My emphasis. 

′ 
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its tops in C′–M′, unsaleable stock obstructs the flow of circulation.51

We have so far considered the product of P as a ‘material thing different from the elements of the productive 
capital’.

 

 

The transport and communication industry 

52

M–C<

 In this important digression, Marx now considers a case in which the product of production is not an 
objective product, namely the communication industry, both that branch – transport – which displaces things and 
people, and that concerned with the transmission of information: letters, telegrams, etc. Here, the ‘useful effect’ of 
production is identical to the production process itself, i.e. the change of place effected. Nevertheless, the 
exchange-value of this useful effect, as with any other commodity, is determined by the value of elements used up 
in its production plus the surplus-value which arises from surplus-labour. With regards to its consumption, too, if 
the useful effect is consumed individually, the value disappears in the act of consumption; if productively, its value 
is passed on. The formula for the cycle of capital for the transport industry is 

L

mp ... P ... M′53

Marx now contrasts industrial capital with money capital and commodity capital. Industrial capital is the only ‘mode 
of existence of capital in which ‘not only the appropriation of surplus-value or surplus product, but also its creation, 
is a function of capital.’

 

 

The subordination of other types of capital to industrial capital 

54 Industrial capital presupposes capitalist production; it presupposes the class antagonism 
between capitalist and wage-labourer. Further: to the extent that it takes hold of production, it revolutionises the 
technique and social organisation of the labour process. It also revolutionises ‘the economic-historical type of 
society.’55 In this process it subordinates other, earlier forms of capital – money capital and commodity capital56 – 
to itself, reducing them to mere ‘modes of existence of the various functional forms that individual capital 
constantly assumes […].’57

1 

 

 

The dual nature of the cycle of money capital 

M ... M′  arises from and flows back into the general circulation of commodities; as such, each individual capital, in 
the two circulating phases M–C and C′–M′, is an agent of the general circulation of commodities. 

At the same time, for the individual capitalist, M ... M′  represents and individual movement peculiar to her capital 
value. It is this for three reasons: 

because of the functionally specific impressed on the cycle by the phases through which it passes in 
circulation: by the material content (mp and L) of C in M–C and by the fact that in C′–M′ the capital value is 
realised along with the surplus-value. 

                                                 
51 In addition, here we are making the assumption that the capital value of the mass of commodities produced in the 
production stage is equal to the whole capital originally advanced. But in C1, chapter 8, we saw that instruments of labour are 
not used up in one cycle of production but give up their value gradually. Although this real divergence from our assumptions 
here changes nothing of substance, it is a circumstance that we shall see does modify the cycle of capital. 
52 C2, p. 134 
53 Note the similarity with the formula for the production of precious metals (which function as money) cited above. 
54 C2, pp. 135-6. 
55 C2, p. 136. 
56 Marx is still using the terms Geldkapital and Warenkapital. 
57 C2, p. 136. 
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2 because P  includes productive consumption.58

3 

 

because the return of money to its starting point indicates a cycle in itself. 

 

The specificities of the cycle of money capital 

1 The formula of the cycle of money capital expresses, first, that the sum of money with which it begins is not 
expended as money but as money capital, i.e. it is not spent, it is advanced; and, second, and consequently, that 
the determining aim of the movement is exchange-value, not use-value. 

From this, the circuit of money capital must graphically express the motive of the CMP – money-making. 

2 Production, which links the two circulating phases M–C and C′–M′, presents itself explicitly as what it is for 
the capitalist mode of production – a means of valorising the value advanced. 

3 M ... M′ expresses surplus-value in the form of money as its object and purpose. This differentiates the cycle 
from those of commodity capital and productive capital in two ways: with respect to the surplus taking the 
form of money; and that the surplus is necessarily expressed (C′ ... C′ expresses no surplus, and P ... P is only 
P ... P′  in the case of expanded reproduction). 

4 ‘Considered by itself in isolation, from the formal standpoint, the circuit of money capital […] expresses only 
the process of valorisation and accumulation’:59

 

 

(a) M ... M′ does not imply (though this can occur) that the circulation of m separates itself off from M. 

 (b) That M–L is for the worker L–M, the first phase of L(C)–M–C is suggested by the cycle, but the 
individual consumption by the worker falls outside the cycle viewed in isolation. The only 

consumption that it encompasses is the productive consumption of M–C<
L

mp 

 

. 

(c) Neither is the individual consumption on the part of the capitalist formally expressed. 

 

The deceptive nature of the form of the cycle of money capital 

Marx concludes the chapter contrasting the fact that the cycle of money capital appears the most characteristic form 
of the cycle of industrial capital with the deceptive nature of the cycle that arises from this. 

The cycle of money capital appears so strikingly characteristic of the capitalist mode of production for these 
reasons: 

1 because it so clearly expresses the motive of the capitalist mode of production – buying in order to sell 
dearer. 

2 because it – alone – always includes the valorisation of value advanced. 

                                                 
58 Hans Ehrbar: ‘Point two says that the continuity of production helps the circuit of capital to maintain its independent 
existence […]’. 
59 C2, p. 138. 
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3 because money is the general equivalent form, M ... M′ is the first cycle of a new capital advanced, and 
the last one of a capital value withdrawn from a sector of production or withdrawn from production 
altogether. 

4 because payment in money is the normal form of advance of wages, the worker habitually confronts the 
capitalist as a money capitalist, and with her capital as money capital. 

All of which leads to deceive. 

The appearance of advanced and valorised value in the form of money emphasises not the valorisation of value but 
the money form of this process. It is for this reason that M–C–M′ formed the ideological expression of the 
‘bullionism’ school (while M–C ... P ... C′–M′ formed that of mercantilism). 

The illusory nature arises in conjunction with seeing the cycle of money capital in isolation – not only from other 
formally distinct cycles but also from its own repetition (which effectively amounts to the same thing. Nevertheless, 
even considered in isolation, M ... M′ suggests other forms. 

First, because M–C = M–C<
L

mp 

 

, insofar as M–L implies that the wage-labourer is a part of productive capital that 

the production process is a function of capital is also implied. 

Second, with the repetition of M ... M′, M′ appears just as evanescent as M. M–C vanishes to make way for P. 

Third: 

M–C ... P ... C′–M′ . M–C ... P ... C′–M′ . M–C ... P ... etc.60

 

 

Within the second repetition of the cycle M ... M′ , we already have expressed the cycle of productive capital (P ... 
C′–M′ . M–C ... P) and  that of commodity capital (C′–M′ . M–C ... P ... C′). The cycle of money capital includes the 
two other formal cycles, and the money form vanishes, in that it is not just an expression of value but an expression 
of value in the equivalent form. 

Finally, and bearing mind the dual nature of the cycle of money capital referred to above, in which M ... M′  both 
arises from and flows back into the general circulation of commodities and represents an individual movement 
peculiar to one capital value, if, for a newly-appearing capital value M–C represents a phase preparatory to the 
production process, given the general nature of the cycle, the CMP is already presupposed, such that the existence 

of P ... P as a repeated cycle is also presupposed;  and,  given that M–C is, necessarily,  M–C <

 

L

mp 

                                                 
60 See the diagrammatic representation on the following page here. 

, i.e. M–mp and M–

L, the existence of commodity capital too is presupposed. 
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‘The Circuit of Capital’ (with Legend)61

 

 

                                                 
61 From Ben Fine and Alfredo Saad-Filho, Marx’s Capital, 4th edition (London and Stirling, Virginia, 2003), pp. 54 and 55. 

The circuit of industrial capital is best 
represented by a circular flow diagram. This 

circuit is important for laying out the basic 
structure of the capitalist economy, and 

how the spheres of production and 
exchange are integrated with one another 

through the movement of capital as 
(surplus) value is produced, distributed and 

exchanged. As the circuit repeats itself, 
surplus-value (s) is thrown off. This shows 

that capital as self-expanding value 
embraces not only definite social relations 

of production, but is also a circular 
movement going through its various stages. 
If s is accumulated for use as capital, we can 

think of expanded reproduction as being 
represented by an outward spiral 

movement.  
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